
Nightcrawler is a pulse-pounding thriller set in the nocturnal underbelly of 
contemporary Los Angeles. Jake Gyllenhaal stars as Lou Bloom, a driven 
young man desperate for work who discovers the high-speed world of L.A. 
crime. Finding a group of freelance camera crews who film crashes, fires, 
murder and other mayhem, Lou muscles into the cut-throat, dangerous realm 
of nightcrawling - where each police siren wail equals a possible windfall and 
victims are converted into dollars. Aided by Nina (Rene Russo), a veteran of the 
blood-sport that is local TV news, Lou blurs the line between observer and 
participant to become the star of his own story. Universal
The Disappearance of Eleanor Rigby Once happily married, Connor (James 
McAvoy) and Eleanor (Jessica Chastain) suddenly find themselves as strangers 
longing to understand each other in the wake of tragedy. The film explores 
the couple's story as they try to reclaim the life and love they once knew and 
pick up the pieces of a past that may be too far gone. "The Disappearance Of 
Eleanor Rigby is refreshingly honest, and reaffirms one meaningful, often 
forgettable constant - no one single human holds the answers to life's 
greatest questions."  Matt Donato, We Got This Covered. Screened for the first 
time at the 2014 Cannes Film Festival, Benson's latest version of their story 
combines his previous two films - titled Him and Her - uniting their 
perspectives and taking a further look into the subjectivity of relationships. 
Starz/Anchor Bay
The Aviators Join The Aviators in this thrilling and patriotic tale based on an 
incredible true story. When life on a peaceful farm is disrupted, a brave group 
of carrier pigeons and their quirky mouse friend (Jeff Foxworthy) team up to 
defeat the enemy. Following their fearless - and feathered - leader (Brad 
Garrett), the unlikely heroes work together to save the lives of American 
soldiers. Cinedigm
No Tears for the Dead Abandoned by his mother shortly after immigrating to 
America, Gon is raised by the mafia and grows up to become a cold-blooded 
hit-man. Though usually flawless in taking out his targets, Gon makes a 
terrible mistake of killing an innocent young girl. A flood of guilt takes over his 
life and the situation becomes worse when his boss assigns him the job of 
killing the young girl's mother. Gon's new target, Mogyeong, is a risk manager 
at an investment firm and has buried herself in work to bury her grief. She is 
completely unaware of her role at the heart of a dangerous conspiracy. Finally, 
she meets the man who wants to tell her the truth behind the death of her 
child. CJ Entertainment
Digimon Tamers Vol. 1 See the first 17 episodes of Digimon Season 3! In a 
separate universe from the first two seasons of Digimon Adventure, Digimon 
Tamersfollows the lives of Takato, Henry and Rika, three normal kids who are 
mega fans of the Digimon card game. One by one the Digimon drawings on 
their cards start coming to life in different ways and the kids soon realize there 
is a Digital World plagued by evil that needs their help, so they band together 
in an effort to defeat bio-emerging Digimon who are crossing barriers and 
networks in search of domination. Can kids stop them or will evil prevail. 
Cinedigm
Digimon Fusion Season One When a human boy and his two best friends are 
transported into the Digital World they encounter a strange group of 
creatures called "Digimon" who engage in epic battles for control of their 
empire. Watch the adventures unfold in all 30 episodes of Digimon Fusion! 
Mikey Kudo and his friends Angie and Jeremy meet a feisty Digimon called 
Shoutmon and his formidable but quirky Digimon companions. Brave 
Shoutmon longs to be the King of the Monsters and asks for the kids' help to 
achieve his goal. Mikey immediately agrees to help, setting off an 
extraordinary adventure across hundreds of Digi-Zones. But the fate of the 
Digital World is in jeopardy. Evil forces threaten annihilation, and Mikey is 
charged with leading the Fusion Fighters against the evil Bagra Army. Now, 
the fate of the Digital World lies in the hands of one human boy, and the 
Digimon need his help or risk being deleted once and for all!. Cinedigm
Skating To New York a contemporary coming-of-age adventure about five 
boys on a small-town Canadian high school hockey team, who live to skate. 
After losing a big game, they decide to do something never attempted before 
- skate across Lake Ontario to New York on the coldest day of the year. From 
the creators of 8 Seconds, Mr. Baseball and Pain And Gain, Skating To New York 
is a story about home and friendship, about leadership and facing danger, and 
about growing up - but never giving up. Well Go
Puff The Magic Dragon Triple Feature It's Puff to the rescue in a trio of 
amazing stories! First he helps Jackie find happiness in Puff the Magic Dragon. 
Next he teaches Sandy why it's important to tell the truth in Puff the Magic 
Dragon in the Land of the Living Lies. And finally, he helps Terry find his lost 
friend in Puff and the Incredible Mr. Nobody. You'll love spending time with 
Puff! Paramount
Dorothy In The Land of Oz Get ready for an Oz-tastic adventure! With her 
beloved aunt and uncle preparing to move away, Dorothy's carried back to Oz 
by a green turkey balloon. There she meets Jack Pumpkinhead, the Hungry 
Tiger, Tik-Tok and others before facing off against Tyrone the Terrible Toy 
Tinker. You're in for a ride you won't forget! Paramount
Strawberry Shortcake Double Feature It's a delicious double feature you 
won't want to miss! In The Wonderful World of Strawberry Shortcake, the 
Peculiar Purple Pieman's up to no good - can Strawberry and her friends stop 
him? And in Strawberry Shortcake in Big Apple City, Strawberry and the 
Pieman square off in a baking contest at "the little theater off Times Pear." 
These two tales are berry-licious! Paramount
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